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Smart



Smartness

Smart cities

Smart organizations

Smart personal devices

Smart buildings

Smart infrastructures

Smart government



Why?



Robert Fludd, Utriusque cosmi maioris 
scilicet et minoris […] historia, tomus II 
(1619), tractatus I, sectio I, liber X, De 
triplici animae in corpore visione.



neuron photo by ZEISS Microscopy 
http://flickr.com/photos/zeissmicro/24327909026 



Smart = Linked



flickr photo by Stiller Beobachter http://flickr.com/photos/a-herzog/6306175068 shared under a Creative Commons (BY-SA) license



http://myorg.org/dataset27/fact109575





wisdom

knowledge

information

data



flickr photo by BullionVault 
http://flickr.com/photos/bullionvault/3591739137 shared 
under a Creative Commons (BY-ND) license



flickr photo by Bank of England http://flickr.com/photos/bankofengland/5832575048 shared under a 
Creative Commons (BY-NC-ND) license



Why does the world need geodata on 
the web?

1.Spatial data have an enormous untapped potential, in 
both quality and quantity



"63 years of climate change by NASA" by NASA - 
http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis/a000000/a004100/a004135/http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gaJJtS_WDmI 
en:YouTube. Licensed under Public Domain via Wikimedia Commons - 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:63_years_of_climate_change_by_NASA.gif#/media/File:63_years_of
_climate_change_by_NASA.gif



By Maximilian Dörrbecker 
(Chumwa) [CC BY-SA 2.0 
(http://creativecommons.org/l
icenses/by-sa/2.0)], via 
Wikimedia Commons



Where are 
my keys !!??



Why does the world need geodata on 
the web?

1.Spatial data have an enormous potential, in both quality 
and quantity

2.Geospatial data can have spatial relationships 



Open Data versus Linked Open 
Data

value
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Examples of spatial 
relationships



Spatial relationships

… can be recorded as data:

“My house is next to the supermarket”

or be determined when data are queried:

“Give me a list of all school buildings within a 
20 km radius of the fire”





Spatial Data on the Web Working Group



By NASA / Bill Anders [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
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